Influence of subcutaneous fat in surface heating of ultrasonic diagnostic transducers.
The transducers of diagnostic ultrasonic equipment generate undesired local heating at the applied part of the transducer surface. The assessment of this heating is fundamental in warranting patient safety. On the standard IEC 60601-2-37, methods have been established for the reliable measurement of heating, where three tissue models based on tissue-mimicking materials are recommended: soft tissue mimic only, bone mimic close to the surface of soft tissue, and skin mimic at the surface of soft tissue. In the present work, we compared the last-mentioned tissue model with a new one using a layer of porcine subcutaneous fat inserted between the soft tissue and skin-mimicking materials. We verify significant statistical differences between models, with the average temperature rise measured for the tests without subcutaneous fat at 6.7 °C±1.7 °C and for the ones with subcutaneous fat at 8.9 °C±1.8 °C (k=2; p=0.95). For each model, the procedure was performed 10 times in repeatability conditions of measurement. It has been suggested that the influence of subcutaneous fat for external transducers heating evaluation should be considered, as the presence of many millimeters of subcutaneous fat is a common condition in patients. Otherwise, the transducer surface heating and, therefore, the risk to the patient may be underestimated.